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All surviving(*) editions of SOAG Bulletin and SOAG Messenger are now available in digital form, in two separate 
PDF documents, one document for each complete series, and their textual content can be searched using Adobe 
Acrobat Reader.  This document explains the contents of the documents and files; a description of how to 
search them; and tips on how to choose search terms and understand the results, and some ‘bugs’. 
 

What is available 
SOAG Bulletins are available from 1969 (the foundation date of SOAG) to the present day.  SOAG Messengers 
are available from its first edition in 1980 to the present.  From 1969, Bulletin served the combined function of 
being SOAG’s ‘document of record’ and also its newsletter.  From 1980 the functions were split and Messenger 
became the newsletter and Bulletin became the less-frequently issued ‘document of record’.  It is worth 
searching both documents to find all that is available on a topic. 
 

The documents have the following filenames: 
All SOAG Bulletins.pdf  (filesize: c.135MB) 
All SOAG Messengers.pdf  (filesize: c.135MB) 
 

At the time of writing the files are held on the SOAG server (current access details below).  They can not be 
searched on the server due to their size.  They must be downloaded to the user’s PC and searched there (see 
below for how).  Any technical queries about the archive and its use should be directed to the author: - contact 
details above. 
 

Example of the power of a search.  
An example that will be familiar to current members is that of our High Wood dig.  Searching both document 
sets discovers all reports and news items reporting the dig from when it began in 2012.  But did SOAG visit the 
site much earlier?  A search of the ‘All SOAG Bulletins’ pdf reveals that we did, with an entry for 1972! 
 
How to search the complete set of either ‘All SOAG Messengers’ or ‘All SOAG Bulletins’ 
 

1. Download the pdf documents to your PC.  At the time of writing the documents are available on the SOAG 
website: 
http://www.soagarch.org.uk/SOAG%20document%20archive.html 
You will need the SOAG username and password.  These are available to SOAG members and can be 
discovered at the head of any recent edition SOAG Messenger (or by emailing the website administrator at  
website@soagarch.org.uk  

2. Open the relevant document in Acrobat PDF reader.  (Other PDF readers are available but the search 
mechanisms for these have not been tested.) 

3. Make sure your cursor is at the start of the document.  (The search starts from wherever your cursor is 
placed.)  

4. Choose Edit > Advanced Search.  (You could use the simpler Find but it is much less flexible and powerful.) 
5. Make sure the option ‘In the current document’ is selected (remember that the complete document set is 

contained in this one document). 
6. Insert your search term: note that it can be a phrase.  
7. Click Search.  It may take a while to complete as the documents are very long. 

 
The results are displayed as in the example below (next page).  In this example the search term was 
‘Checkendon’ and 36 instances were found.  The hits are listed on the left, in the order they appear in the 
document.  Clicking on an entry in the list brings it up in the document, highlighted. The first record here is from 
Feb 1980. 
 

(cont. next page)
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Tips on searching 
 

• You may need to experiment with different spellings of your search words.  For example, ‘High Wood’ and 
‘Highwood’, produces different results. 
 

• Some search terms may produce confusingly many results and will need to be refined.  For example, 
“Whitchurch Hill” appears in most early editions since it was in the address of Cyn, our founder, whose 
address features in nearly every early edition.  
 

• You may need to experiment with combinations of search terms: this does NOT work like Google and 
second-guess what you really might be interested in: it is very literal. 
 

• When a find is highlighted in the document it won’t immediately be obvious which edition within the 
document you are in as this is not usually identified in the header or footer.  You will need to scroll back a 
few pages to the first page of the edition you have found in order to identify its date. 
 

• The system isn't perfect.  It misses some entries for the following reason.  For editions before about 2000 
the source of documents is not digital, but typed or typeset and photo-copied.  To create them in 
searchable digital form they were professionally OCR’ed.  This procedure was about 95% accurate for very 
old documents:  i.e. it misread about 1 in 20 worlds.  This is less of a problem than it might appear.  For 
example, if there is an article about subject xyz, it may miss an instance of xyz, but it will probably have 
correctly converted other instances in the same article. 

 
(*) SOAG Bulletins No 2 and 5 are missing. 
 
 
Mike Green 
 


